Ex-vivo observation of calcification process in chick tibia slice: Augmented calcification along collagen fiber orientation in specimens subjected to static stretch.
Bone formation through matrix synthesis and calcification in response to mechanical loading is an essential process of the maturation in immature animals, although how mechanical loading applied to the tissue increases the calcification and improves mechanical properties, and which directions the calcification progresses within the tissue are largely unknown. To address these issues, we investigated the calcification of immature chick bone under static tensile stretch using a newly developed real-time observation bioreactor system. Bone slices perpendicular to the longitudinal axis obtained from the tibia in 2- to 4-day-old chick legs were cultured in the system mounted on a microscope, and their calcification was observed up to 24 h while they were stretched in the direction parallel to the slice. Increase in the calcified area, traveling distance and the direction of the calcification and collagen fiber orientation in the newly calcified region were analyzed. There was a significant increase in calcified area in the bone explant subjected to tensile strain over ∼3%, which corresponds to the threshold strain for collagen fibers showing alignment in the direction of stretch, indicating that the fiber alignment may enhance tissue calcification. The calcification progressed to a greater distance to the stretching direction in the presence of the loading. Moreover, collagen fiber orientation in the calcified area in the loaded samples was coincided with the progression angle of the calcification. These results clearly show that the application of static tensile strain enhanced tissue calcification, which progresses along collagen fibers aligned to the loading direction.